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The phenomenon of buying and selling goods through internet or we called 

e-commerce is increase rapidly along with growth of online customer. 

It attracts newcomer to join the business. C2C is a type of e-commerce that is 

currently growing rapidly in Indonesia. Inability to adapt can cause bankrupt is 

like happened on Rakuten.co.id. Retaining customer is a way to ensure 

sustainability of business. Behavioral loyalty can be found as repurchasing and 

sharing positive word of mouth. 

 Antecedents consumer loyalty for e-commerce in Indonesia need to be 

studied more because there is lack of research that supports it. Data from online 

site show that  Indonesian online customer perceived risk, attracted with discount 

and tend to be loyal for certain product. But previous research states that loyalty is 

obtained by building long-term relationships with consumers. According to 

marketing management studies, we propose relationship marketing related 

information systems in e-commerce. Relationship marketing is an effort to 

maintain relationships with customer while getting new customers. The success of 

relationship marketing is measured by relationship quality. The dimensions of 

relationship quality in this research are customer satisfaction and trust, while 

commitment is positioned as things that can be influenced by customer 

satisfaction and trust. 

This research study information technology and relational factor as 

resources that can be exchanged with customer relationship. Information 

technology is represented by website quality and relational factor is represented 

by strategic bonding. Based on study literature, we divide strategic bonding into 

three types, they are financial bonding, social bonding, and structural bonding. 

Scope of research only focus on consumer to consumer (C2C) in Indonesia. The 

study have purpose to analyze factors which impact relationship quality, analyze 

effect of relationship quality on loyalty and formulate management strategies to 

get customer loyalty of C2C. 

We refer previous literatures that discuss about relationship marketing, e-

commerce  dan e-loyalty to formulate conceptual research model. Exogenous 

variables are website quality, financial bonding, social bonding, structural 

bonding, customer satisfaction, and trust. Hypothesis are tested using Structural 

Equation Modelling (SEM) and 173 valid responses who purchased minimum 

twice in last six months in C2C such as Tokopedia.com, Blanja.com, 

Elevania.com, Bukalapak.com, Shopee.co.id, id.AliExpress.com, qoo10.co.id, 

Jualo.com. „ 

The findings show that website quality and social bonding are factors that 

influence relationship quality (customer satisfaction and trust), and relationship 

quality has positive and significant effect on commitment and customer loyalty. 

So to ensure current customer do repurchase and share positive word of mouth, 

managers should focus on everything related website, because customer consider 
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to buy or not and having transaction is in website. Whereas social bonding related 

communication between e-commerce and customer. 
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